A white-tailed eagle calmly dances in the sky.
In the marsh, red-crowned cranes spread their wings and perform a dance of courting.
This unchanged morning scene has repeated for over 10,000 years.
Eastern Hokkaido is a world-famous paradise of precious flora and fauna.
It’s a special area in Japan where nature remains eternal.

Hello, Wonderland.
Welcome to Eastern Hokkaido.
A TREASURE YOU CAN ENCOUNTER IN EASTERN HOKKAIDO.

6 Jewels of lakes that you will want to save in photographs.
Lake Mashu where the lake’s surface is dyes in Mashu blue. Lake Akan inhabited by many and sockeye salmon. Due to volcanic activity from hundreds of thousands of years ago, Lake caldera lakes were born round around Hokkaido.

Visit the two cultures that live in Eastern Hokkaido.
The Itakhok Culture left by the mysterious “Itakhok people” and the unique Ainu culture which lives on in today’s everyday life in Ani Kottet, here you can experience the lives and history of Northern peoples which have carried on for 10,000 years.

Embraced by nature, 4 choices of activity plans.
The smell of forests, the feel of water, the sound of winds, the echoes of silence in nature, but becoming nature’s friend is an Eastern hokkaido activity.

Whenver, wherever, hot springs are waiting.
If you dig in the same on Lake Kussharo’s shrine, a hot spring will come out and you can enjoy your own tattoo. In Itakhok facing the Sea of Okhotsk, there is a hot spring called Sessha-Dainan, which becomes submerged at high tide.

Savor the delicious flavors you can only find here.
Eastern Hokkaido boasts in the world a treasure trove of fish, salmon, scallops, crabs, fresh seasonal vegetables, butter, wine, etc. This time, fill your stomach with blessing from the mountains and the sea that you can only taste here.

On this trip, we want you to meet the living creatures of the forest and the sea.
Steller’s sea eagle, Blakiston’s fish owl, and the kingfisher; this is wild but natural. In the forest there are Hokkaido brown bear and Ezo sika deer at the Sea of Okhotsk, you can see whales and dolphins swimming calmly.